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13 How will funding play a role in 
the shaping of the Big Society? 
Cathy Pharoah

Rebalancing the financial responsibilities of public, voluntary and private 

sectors for public welfare is central to new Conservative policy around building 

stronger communities. With government spending cutbacks, a key policy is 

for communities increasingly to generate local solutions to need, because, in 

the Prime Minister’s view (Cameron, 2010), ‘If there are facilities that the state 

can’t afford to keep open, shouldn’t we be trying to encourage communities 

who want to come forward and help them?’ Shaw and others argue (Chapter 

12 of this book) that the potential role for entrepreneurs is neglected in the 

rhetoric surrounding the Big Society, but entrepreneurialism is nonetheless 

key to the government’s vision for future growth in social welfare organizations 

(HM Government, 2011). This chapter reviews funding policy towards the social 

sector, and looks at its potential effect in shaping the Big Society. Is Big Society 

a funding problem or a source of funding solutions?

Alternative models for funding public welfare

To date, questions about how the growth of more self‑sufficient communities is 

to be financed have been framed largely as an issue of how a potential voluntary 

sector loss of £3–5 billion in statutory funding (Joy, 2010) is to be met from other 

sources, and have paid little attention to alternative models incorporated in the 

coalition government’s wider policy for the future provision of social welfare. The 

parliamentary Public Administration Select Committee (PASC), for example, 

launched an inquiry into ‘the consequences of reductions in public expenditure 
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for the delivery of Big Society, and the appropriateness of using charitable 

income or volunteer labour to subsidize costs of public service delivery’ (PASC, 

2011a). Its conclusions note that there is confusion over the meaning of ‘Big 

Society’, and that the funding of public welfare has to be considered within the 

broad context of the coalition government’s policy to open up public services 

to a wider range of providers, including charities. In other words, the coalition 

government’s policy is less about immediate funding gaps, and more about 

alternative funding models (PASC, 2011b). Blond, for example, argues that the 

strength of the Big Society is ‘its unprecedented scope for . . . shifting the private 

and public sector models of production, provision and consumption. Conceived 

properly, the Big Society could be the answer to the consternation that the 

public‑sector cuts are causing’ (Blond, 2011). 

The coalition government’s main vision for financing the growth of 

what it collectively terms ‘social ventures’ or the ‘social sector’ (community 

organizations, charities, social enterprises and social firms) is outlined in its 

Social Investment Strategy (SIS): Growing the Social Investment Market sets 

out the three ‘pillars’ of finance as social investment, philanthropy and state 

funding (HM Government, 2011). The strategy builds directly on previous New 

Labour initiatives to bring the business and finance models of successful private 

enterprise growth to the social sector. However, in defining social investment as 

‘money that blends financial return with social return’, namely as an investment 

with a clear financial return, the SIS also marks a significant new point of 

departure from earlier and New Labour thinking. 

Expectations of social investment

The meaning of social investment is fluid, and it is often treated as a special 

type of philanthropy, investment or even currency, or alternatively referred to 

as the uses, purposes or distribution of finance; a dedicated Open University 

seminar series in 2008 tackled this fluidity by combining several approaches 

and defining social investment in broad terms as ‘the provision and use of 

finance to generate social, or social as well as economic, returns’ (OU, Social 

Investment Seminars, 2008). It has been argued that the breadth and range of 

meanings attached to social investment, particularly ambiguities over whether 

its returns were financial or social, have held back the interest of potential 

investors, who do not know what to expect from it (see, for example, NEF/CAF, 

2006; Cohen, 2011). Many such investors will welcome the location of social 

investment within mainstream financial models, but some are asking whether 

the baby has been thrown out with the bathwater. Will this approach be able to 
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provide social ventures with ‘access (to) the capital and advice they need’ to 

support local empowerment, and ‘create positive change in our society’ (HM 

Government, 2011)? Historically the case for special ‘social investment’ funds 

for social sector organizations emerged from difficulties faced in transforming 

a dependence on philanthropic or public grants to a business‑based model 

of income generation. Access to intermediary investment, or ‘social finance’, 

provided on softer terms than mainstream capital, was seen as essential for 

making this leap (Nicholls and Pharoah, 2008). There was renewed interest in 

the role of small‑scale ‘community development finance intermediaries’ (CDFI), 

such as locally based credit unions and micro‑finance, in providing facilities 

like low‑cost or long‑term loans, grant‑loan packages, loan guarantees, ‘patient’ 

or quasi‑equity investments with flexible, individually tailored terms. Products 

like the new Social Impact Bond and providers – such as FutureBuilders and 

other government funds now managed together by Social Investment Business, 

Big Issue Invest, Charity Bank, Venturesome and Impetus – have been largely 

backed by government or philanthropic funds. Social investment has been more 

for ‘venture philanthropists’ than venture capitalists, though government has 

always aimed to attract commercial investment. ‘Community Interest Tax Relief’ 

(CITR) was introduced in 2003 to incentivize higher‑risk investment in deprived 

areas. The Community Interest Company (CIC) was introduced in 2005 to allow 

for some commercial gain while assets are kept permanently locked for public 

benefit; Bridges Ventures, initially receiving private and government funding, is 

a community development venture capital fund, offering commercial capital in 

deprived areas.

Growth in the embryonic social investment market, however, is proving 

slow: demand from organizations with little business experience is low, and 

commercial investors have shown little appetite for the higher risks. CITR uptake 

has been considerably less than anticipated, and some argue that it should be 

replaced by a broader CIC tax relief (Heaney, 2010). With the exception of large 

charitable donors, such as the Esmée Fairbairn Foundation, trusts are wary of 

social investment (Chapman, 2011), and the total scale of the social investment 

market is estimated at around just £1 billion (Joy et al, 2011), equal to 1–2 per 

cent of registered charity income.

Can Big Society Capital step into the social 
investment gap?

The main plank of the coalition government’s social investment strategy is the 

creation of ‘Big Society Capital’ (BSC), a finance provider which can move 
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into the social investment gap and stimulate growth in the social sector through 

philanthropic, public and private investment. BSC will be a private‑sector 

body, though with a ‘locked‑in’ social mission, and has to maintain long‑term 

sustainability, setting its own rates of return. It will be a finance wholesaler to the 

intermediary finance providers or CDFIs, which will carry any frontline risk. BSC 

has a tripartite structure, to prevent any muddying of the waters of social and 

financial return: Big Society Capital Limited (BSC), the operating company; the 

Big Society Trust (BST), responsible for ensuring compliance with mission; and 

the Big Society Foundation, a charity for philanthropic donations to support the 

high‑risk end of the social investment spectrum.

Some key features of BSC are likely to reduce its relevance for 

smaller‑scale community projects. Capacity for risk is limited and, whereas 

earlier social investment bank propositions were explicitly aimed at 

strengthening the third sector (Commission for Unclaimed Assets, 2007), BSC 

can finance all social ventures, large or small, and from ‘a variety of market 

sectors, business models and legal structures’. It has moved away from original 

concepts of a facility tailored to social ventures currently dependent on grants, 

the business or market capacity of which is so embryonic that investment 

would carry risks on both supply and demand sides (Westall, 2010). BSC 

beneficiaries are more likely to be better‑established social ventures, and 

might include innovative structures such as the public‑sector projects being 

run as public‑voluntary sector mutuals within the coalition government’s 

‘Pathfinders’ initiative.

BSC might also continue to face challenges in reconciling financial 

with social returns. Compliance with EU state aid requirements means it must 

invest mainly in social investment finance intermediaries which would have 

difficulty in getting affordable mainstream funding, and which themselves must 

lend to frontline organizations that are similarly positioned. This limits its scope 

(Gregory, 2011) and may mean it will be less attractive to commercial investors. 

On the other side, research has concluded that it would be difficult to meet the 

needs of emerging social investment organizations and deliver ‘market‑rate’ 

or commercial rates of return on capital (Ludlow and Jenkins, 2011). This 

research highlights the ongoing need for ‘a development bank’, and for finance 

intermediaries to raise capital from both commercial and philanthropic sources 

to provide below‑market‑rate support for embryonic social ventures. There is 

continuing evidence of the fragile nature of social ventures, with reports that 

Pathfinder public‑sector ‘spin‑outs’ are experiencing mixed fortunes (Ainsworth, 

2011) and a recent study that community mutual ownership models need time 

and the right environment to grow (Woodin et al, 2010).
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A central question is whether one of the dominant Big Society narratives, 

which defines its health in terms of its capacity to foster grassroots community 

organization, is at odds with other narratives around the development of a more 

sophisticated and highly geared contract and investment funding environment. 

The legacy of the current social sector may be obscuring alternative Big 

Society conceptions of a new range of social providers, and policy and finance 

developments may suit the growth of a more locally accountable ‘midmarket’ of 

medium‑sized social ventures better than smaller community organizations. The 

Open Public Services policy identifies the opening up of whole local welfare 

markets to new social ventures, as a key element of Big Society. Research has 

highlighted that access to such procurement markets is indeed a key success 

factor for the growth of social enterprises (Wells et al, 2010).

Will social investment prove a game changer?

With an estimated capitalization of around £600 million, BSC itself is small 

in relation to private sector resources, and to the potential £38 billion local 

authority market in social care, of which just 11 per cent is in the voluntary 

sector. One of its key roles, therefore, may be bridging social ventures and 

larger‑scale mainstream finance. In the meantime, however, a new market for 

middle‑range social investment products with moderate financial returns linked 

to specific social impacts is emerging. It includes the Allia social investment 

bonds for charitable causes, established for a decade now, and the forthcoming, 

highly replicable, £20 million bond to be issued by disability charity Scope, 

offering a middle‑range financial return. The innovative Social Impact Bond, 

currently supported by government and charities, invests in savings made from 

reducing reoffending rates and is about to be piloted in other areas of public 

expenditure such as early intervention. Triodos Bank has recently launched 

a property‑backed social impact bond to raise funds for Bristol Together, a 

social enterprise supporting job creation for ex‑offenders. Deutsche Bank has 

launched a new £10 million fund that will put money into social investment 

intermediaries, along the BSC lines. The new UBS Impact Investing Focus SME 

is an investment vehicle that invests, through funds in SME, into developing 

countries, aiming to generate measurable social and/or environmental impact. 

Such products are already successfully attracting social investors looking for 

financial return while achieving social objectives.

A new local and social midmarket space might provide the catalyst for the 

more general development of moral, responsible and ethical market approaches 

which are being increasingly demanded. It needs to be acknowledged, 
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however, that there are many welfare activities unlikely ever to enter this market. 

Philanthropy will continue to be hugely significant for filling service gaps, but 

this will pose its own challenges. Private giving choices can be individualistic, 

and vary considerably from public spending priorities (Pharoah, 2011;see also 

Breeze’s Chapter 8 of this book) and charitable resources are least likely to be 

located in areas of greatest need (Mohan and Bulloch, 2012). And while the 

building of an equitable Big Society may need greater diversity in giving, as 

McKenzie’s chapter in this publication shows (Chapter 3), the donor population 

has actually narrowed. The rebalancing of public, charitable and private 

finance in public welfare has exciting potential to bring the values of different 

sectors together and create successful new social market spaces. However, 

successful targeting and use of social investment to scale up even the potential 

‘low‑hanging fruit’ of such an innovative market space, namely the emerging 

social ventures with sound social and business cases and a track record in 

growth, will constitute a major challenge and achievement in themselves. The 

jury is still out on the potential of social investment to be a game changer for 

those trying to meet the more challenging, marginalized and under‑funded 

social needs.


